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CS FOR LEOS

HISTORY AND ORIGIN

▸Understanding CS history is foundation 
of all CS knowledge 

▸Can you recite the 1976 origin story? 

▸Do you understand it?

Learning Crime Stoppers' history might not seem important for a seasoned law enforcement coordinator but understanding our history creates the foundation on which 
all crime stoppers knowledge is built.


You've heard the 1976 origin story enough times to recite it in your sleep, but do you understand it? 



CS FOR LEOS

HISTORY AND ORIGIN

▸How does witness fear and apathy 
creates obstacles for LE investigations?  

▸How do CS overcome those obstacles? 

▸How and why do cash and anonymity 
work?

Can you explain how the fear and apathy experienced by witnesses creates obstacles for law enforcement investigations?  


Can you identify the ways crime stoppers overcomes those obstacles?  Sure, we use cash and anonymity, but how and why does that work?



CS FOR LEOS

MISSION

▸What is CS mission? 

▸How does CS, and its mission, fit into 
the CJ? 

▸What role do each member of the CS 
Triad play in fulfilling CS mission?

What is CS mission?  In general, it is to solve and prevent crime, but how do we, and our mission, fit into the criminal justice process?


The three-legged stool imagery for the Crime Stoppers Triad—Law Enforcement, Community, and Media—has been around so long because it fits, perfectly.  Can you 
describe the role of each leg of the stool in fulfilling crime stoppers mission?



CS FOR LEOS

MISSION

▸What is the mission statement of your 
CS organization?   

▸Can you recite it?   

▸Do you know where to find it?

What is the mission statement of your crime stoppers organization?  

Can you recite it?  

Do you know where to find it?



CS FOR LEOS

MISSION—CS OF LUFKIN

▸To reduce crime in communities 
throughout the Deep East Texas region 
and to reduce the crime prevention and 
crime-solving burdens on area law 
enforcement agencies

Crime Stoppers exists to reduce crime in communities throughout the Deep East Texas region and to reduce the crime prevention and crime-solving burdens on area law 
enforcement agencies by:


- Offering anonymity and rewards for crime -solving information in order to overcome the fear and apathy that typically inhibit community involvement in assisting law 
enforcement agencies in the fight against crime;

- Assisting law enforcement personnel in identifying and locating criminals;

- Promoting the Crime Stopper program and crime prevention efforts by creating and distributing multi-media materials and information concerning crime prevention, 
unsolved crimes, and wanted persons;

- Training and advising law enforcement personnel who participate in the Crime Stoppers program;

Initiating and encouraging the flow of information between law enforcement agencies and personnel; and

- Providing crime prevention and crime-solving assistance to law enforcement agencies and crime stoppers programs outside the Deep East Texas region.



CS FOR LEOS

ANONYMITY

▸Can’t overemphasize importance of/
need for anonymity 

▸Can you explain it to:
▸ Investigator 

▸ Supervisor 

▸ Media 

▸ Defense attorney 

▸ Prosecutor 

▸ Judge

We cannot overemphasize the importance of and need for anonymity in the tip taking and reward payment process.

When asked by an investigator, your supervisor, the media, a defense attorney, a prosecutor, or judge, can you explain the anonymity requirement of Chapter 414 of the 
Texas Government Code?



CS FOR LEOS

ANONYMITY

▸Anonymity requirement of Chapter 414   

▸ Confidentiality of Records (§414.007) 

▸ Privileged Information (§414.008) 

▸ Misuse of information (§414.009)

Every coordinator must be able to clearly and precisely discuss Confidentiality of Records (§414.007), Privileged Information (§414.008), and Misuse of information 
(§414.009).



CS FOR LEOS

ANONYMITY

▸Coordinators must understand & recall 
on cue: 

▸ CS bylaws 

▸ CS operating procedures

Coordinators must understand, and recall on cue, the bylaws and operating procedures of their CS organization.



CS FOR LEOS

ANONYMITY - RECORDS

▸Gov’t Code 414 vs Gov’t Code 552 

▸Can you debate the topic?

Coordinators will, at some point in their career, be called on to debate the differences between crime stoppers being governed by Government Code Chapter 414 and a 
law enforcement agency being regulated by Government Code Chapter 552 (Public Information Act).



CS FOR LEOS

ANONYMITY - RECORDS

▸Supported in whole/part by public funds or that spends public 
funds is a governmental body under 552.003 

▸Public funds are “funds of the state or of a governmental 
subdivision of the state” 

▸TX Supreme Court: “…whole or part…” only private entities 
sustained in part by public funds who could not perform the 
same or similar services without the public funds 

▸TX OAG: 552.003(1)(A)(xii) encompasses only private entities 
that are dependent on public funds to operate as a going 
concern, and only those entities acting as the functional 
equivalent of the government.



CS FOR LEOS

GOVERNANCE, ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

▸Separate LE and CS duties 

▸Long, happy tenure as coordinator or a 
short, miserable tour of forced-duty?

How we separate our law enforcement and crime stoppers duties can be the difference between a long, happy tenure as coordinator and a short, miserable tour of 
forced-duty.  Can you identify and describe the role and responsibilities of each party involved in crime stoppers?



CS FOR LEOS

GOVERNANCE, ROLES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

▸What are role and responsibilities of 
each party in CS?

Who is responsible for the initial formation and structure of a crime stoppers organization?  


Who/What ranks and duty assignments, within law enforcement, should be involved in crime stoppers? 


Are the duties of a coordinator different from those of an executive director?  If so, how so?



CS FOR LEOS

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

▸Coordinator must understand how 
organization operates 

▸Advise and guide 

▸Remind of established policies/
procedures & statutes

The board of directors is responsible for and has control over the inner workings of a crime stoppers organization, but the coordinator must understand how the 
organization operates.  Coordinators will be asked for advice and guidance, and often will need to remind the board of established policies/procedures and statutory 
requirements/limitations.



CS FOR LEOS

OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES

▸Record keeping rules?  

▸From where do reward funds come?  

▸How rewards distributed?  

▸Supplemental rewards?

To what record keeping rules and statutes must you, as coordinators, and your organization conform?  


How may rewards be funded and distributed?  


From where do your reward funds come?


Do you accept supplemental rewards?  If so, how and under what circumstances?  If not, why not?  


Don't wait until the situation arises, determine now how it will be handled.



CS FOR LEOS

CAMPUS CS OPERATIONS

▸How do you operate on campus? 

▸Why? 

▸Anonymity difficulties?  

▸How overcome?

How and why crime stoppers organizations operate in schools differs from community-based crime stoppers operations.  


A coordinator must understand the differences and reasons.  


What are the anonymity difficulties of operating on campus, and how can they be overcome? 



CS FOR LEOS

CAMPUS CS OPERATIONS

▸What is "David's Law”?  

▸How can you help?

School districts must comply with "David's Law," but school-related record keeping rules and statutes can interfere.  How can you help?



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸Tip & reward processes vary, but 
fundamental rules exist for anonymity 
and reward funds 

▸What are your procedures? 

▸Are they written?

The tip taking and reward payment process varies by CS organization but fundamental rules regarding anonymity and reward funds dictate how we all operate.



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸Do you prohibit tipsters revealing their 
identity? 

▸Why / Why not?

You should prohibit tipsters revealing their identity to crime stoppers and law enforcement.



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸Do you corroborate tips before 
distributing? 

▸ If so; how? 

▸ If not; why?

What techniques do you use to corroborate tips before distributing to an officer/investigator for follow-up?



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸Anon tip cannot, ever, on its own be PC 
for arrest 

▸How can tips contribute to PC? 

▸Techniques to turn anon tip into arrest

What techniques do you use to corroborate tips before distributing to an officer/investigator for follow-up? 


A crime stoppers tip cannot, ever, on its own serve as probable cause for arrest.  


What elements, other than information from unidentified sources, contribute to probable cause?  


What techniques can you or your investigators use to turn an anonymous tip into an arrest?



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸What are your reward payment 
procedures?  

▸Can you explain them, clearly and 
accurately?

What are your reward payment procedures?  


Can you explain them, clearly and accurately?  



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸Do procedures protect tipster and CS?   

▸Can you defend procedures?

Do the procedures protect the tipster and crime stoppers?  


Can you defend the procedures?



CS FOR LEOS

TIPS AND REWARDS

▸ If you don't return to work, who in CS 
understands the reward procedures? 

▸ If "no one", fix it NOW

If you didn't return to work tomorrow, who in crime stoppers understands the reward process and procedures?   


If you said "no one", you have to fix that.



TRAINING CREDIT

MANDATED TRAINING FOR CERTIFICATION 

▸TX CS must recognize training to count 
toward mantled training hours 

▸ANY relevant training SHOULD be 
recognized 

▸Contact CJD and TX CS if you want this 
changed



TRAINING CREDIT

MANDATED TRAINING FOR CERTIFICATION 

▸Reilly Webb 
▸Executive Director, OOG CJD 
▸ reilly.webb@gov.texas.gov 

▸Margie Fernandez-Prew 
▸Director, Texas Crime Stoppers 
▸margie.fernandez-prew@gov.texas.gov
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